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1. INTRODUCTION

Currently various applications of LVCSR systems, such as
automatic closed captioning [1], meeting/conference sum-
marization [2][3] and indexing for information retrieval [4],
are actively being investigated. Transcribed speech usually
includes not only redundant information such as disfluen-
cies, filled pauses, repetitions, repairs and word fragments,
but also irrelevant information caused by recognition er-
rors. Therefore, especially for spontaneous speech, practi-
cal applications using speech recognizer require a process of
summarization which removes redundant and irrelevant in-
formation and extracts relatively important information de-
pending on users’ requirements. Speech summarization pro-
ducing understandable sentences from original utterances
can be considered as a kind of speech understanding.

We proposed an automatic speech summarization tech-
nique [5][6][7], and investigated its performance using Japanese
broadcast news speech. Since our method is based on a sta-
tistical approach, it can be applied not only to Japanese but
also other languages. In this paper, English broadcast news
speech transcribed using a speech recognizer [8] is automat-
ically summarized and evaluated. In order for our method
to apply to English, a model to estimate dependency struc-
tures in original sentences based on Stochastic Dependency
Context Free Grammar (SDCFG) is extended.

2. SUMMARIZATION OF EACH SENTENCE
UTTERANCE

Our method to summarize speech, sentence by sentence,
extracts a set of words maximizing a summarization score
from an automatically transcribed sentence according to a
summarization ratio. The summarization ratio is the num-
ber of characters in the summarized sentence divided by the
number of characters in the original sentence. The summa-
rization score indicating the appropriateness of a summa-
rized sentence is defined as the sum of a word significance
score I, a confidence score C of each word in the origi-
nal sentence, a linguistic score L of the word string in the
summarized sentence [5][6] and a word concatenation score
Tr [7]. The word concatenation score given by SDCFG in-
dicates a word concatenation probability determined by a
dependency structure in the original sentence. This method
is effective in reducing the number of words by removing
redundant and irrelevant information without losing rela-

tively important information. A set of words maximizing
the total score is extracted using a DP technique [5].

Given a transcription result consisting of N words, W =
w1, w2, . . . , wN , the summarization is performed by extract-
ing a set of M(M < N) words, V = v1, v2, . . . , vM , which
maximizes the summarization score given by eq.(1).

S(V ) =

M∑

m=1

{L(vm| . . . vm−1) + λII(vm)

+λCC(vm) + λT Tr(vm−1, vm)} (1)

where λI , λC and λT are weighting factors for balancing
among L,I, C and Tr .

2.1. Word significance score

The word significance score I(vm) indicates the relative sig-
nificance of each word in the original sentence [5]. The
amount of information based on the frequency of each word
is used as the word significance score for topic words. We
choose nouns and verbs as topic words for English. A flat
score is given to words other than topic words. To reduce
the repetition of words in the summarized sentence, a flat
score is also given to each reappearing noun and verb.

2.2. Linguistic score

The linguistic score L(vm| . . . vm−1) indicates the appropri-
ateness of the word strings in a summarized sentence and
is measured by a bigram probability P (vm| vm−1) [5]. In
contrast with the word significance score which focuses on
topic words, the linguistic score is helpful to extract other
words necessary to construct a readable sentence.

2.3. Confidence score

The confidence score C (vm) is incorporated to weight acous-
tically as well as linguistically reliable hypotheses [6]. Specif-
ically, a posterior probability of each transcribed word, that
is the ratio of a word hypothesis probability to that of all
other hypotheses, is calculated using a word graph obtained
by a decoder and used as the confidence measure [8].



2.4. Word concatenation score

The word concatenation score Tr(vm−1 , vm) is incorporated
to give a penalty for a concatenation between words with no
dependency in an original sentence. Suppose “the beauti-
ful cherry blossoms bloom in spring” is summarized as “the
beautiful spring”. The latter phrase is grammatically cor-
rect but an incorrect summarization. The above linguistic
score is not powerful enough to alleviate such a problem.
In order to maintain original meanings, dependencies be-
tween words in the original sentences are necessary to be
kept in summarized sentences. The word concatenation in
a summarized sentence is restricted by the dependencies in
an original sentence. An example of the dependency struc-
ture represented by a dependency grammar is shown as the
curved arrows in Fig. 1.

The    beautiful    cherry     blossoms     bloom     in     spring

Figure 1: An example of dependency structure.

In the dependency grammar, one word is the head of a
sentence, and all other words are either a dependent of that
word, or else dependent on some other word which connects
to the head word through a sequence of dependencies. The
word at the beginning of an arrow is named “modifier” and
the word at the end of the arrow is named “head” respec-
tively. The English dependency grammar consists of both
“right-headed” dependency indicated by right arrows and
“left-headed” dependency indicated by left arrows as shown
in Fig. 1. The dependencies can be written as phrase struc-
ture grammar, DCFG (Dependency Context Free Gram-
mar) as follows.

α → βα (right-headed)

α → αβ (left-headed)

α → w

where α, β are nonterminal symbols and w is a terminal
symbol (word). An example of the DCFG-based tree rep-
resentation is illustrated in Fig. 2.

The    beautiful    cherry     blossoms     bloom     in     spring
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Figure 2: An example of dependency structure represented
by a phrase structure tree.
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Figure 3: An example of phrase structure tree based on a
dependency structure.

Since the dependencies between words are usually am-
biguous, whether dependencies exist or not between words
is given by probabilities that one word is modified by others
based on the SDCFG (Stochastic Context Dependency Free
Grammar). The word dependency probability is a poste-
rior probability estimated by the Inside-Outside probabil-
ities obtained using a manually parsed corpus. Figure 3
illustrates an example of a phrase structure tree based on
a dependency structure. Suppose a sentence consists of L
words, w1, . . . , wL. The probability that wm and wl has
a dependency structure is calculated as a product of the
probabilities of the following sequence when a sentence is
derived from the initial symbol S; 1) the rule of α → βα
is applied, 2) wi . . . wk is derived from β, 3) wm is derived
from β, 4) wk+1 . . . wj is derived from α and 5) wl is derived
from α. The probability of applying the rule of α → αβ is
also added.

In a summarized sentence generated from the exam-
ple in Fig. 2, “beautiful” can be directly connected with
“blossoms” and also with “cherry”. In general, as shown
in Fig. 3, a modifier wm derived from β can be directly
connected with a head wl derived from α. The modifier
wm can be also connected with each word wk . . . wl−1 de-
rived from α. The words wk . . . wl−1 modifies the head wl.
The word concatenation score is defined as a logarithmic
value of the sum of the dependency probabilities between
wm and each of wn . . . wl. Using the dependency probabili-
ties d(wm, wl, i, k, j), the word concatenation score between
wm and wn is calculated by

Tr(wm, wn) = log

m∑

i=1

n−1∑

k=m

L∑

j=n

j∑

l=n

d(wm, wl, i, k, j). (2)

We use the SDCFG to estimate the dependency struc-
ture of the original sentence. In our SDCFG, only the num-
ber of non-terminal symbols is determined and all combi-
nations of rules are applied recursively. The non-terminal
symbol has no specific function such as a noun phrase. All
the probabilities of rules are stochastically estimated based
on data. Probabilities for frequently used rules become big-
ger, and those for rarely used rules become smaller. Even if



transcription results by a speech recognizer are ill-formed,
the dependency structure can be robustly estimated by our
SDCFG.

3. SUMMARIZATION OF MULTIPLE
UTTERANCES

The summarization method applied to each sentence can be
extended to the summarization of articles consisting of mul-
tiple utterances as follows. Each utterance is summarized
according to all possible summarization ratio and then the
best combination of summarized sentences is determined
according to a target compression ratio using a two-level
DP technique [7].

4. EVALUATION

4.1. Word network of manual summarization re-
sults for evaluation

To automatically evaluate summarized sentences, correctly
transcribed speech are manually summarized by human sub-
jects and used as correct targets. The manual summariza-
tion results are merged into a word network which approxi-
mately expresses all possible correct summarization includ-
ing subjective variations. A “summarization accuracy” of
automatic summarization is calculated using the word net-
work [7]. A word string that is the most similar to the
automatic summarization result extracted from the word
network is considered as a correct target for the automatic
summarization. The accuracy, comparing the summarized
sentence with the target word string, is used as a measure of
linguistic correctness and maintenance of original meanings
of the utterance.

4.2. Evaluation data

English TV broadcast news utterances (CNN news) recorded
in 1996 given by NIST as a test set of Topic Detection and
Tracking (TDT) were tagged by Brilltagger [10] and used
to evaluate our proposed method. Five news articles con-
sisting of 25 utterances in average were transcribed by the
JANUS [8] speech recognition system. The multiple utter-
ance summarization was performed for each of the five news
articles at 40% and 70% summarization ratio. 50 utterances
arbitrarily chosen from the five news articles were used for
the sentence by sentence summarization with the summa-
rization ratios of 40% and 70%. Mean word recognition
accuracies of the utterances used for the multiple utterance
summarization and those for sentence by sentence summa-
rization were 81% and 80%, respectively.

4.3. Training data for summarization models

A word significance model, a bigram language model and
SDCFG were constructed using roughly 35M words (10681
sentences) of the Wall Street Journal corpus and the Brown
corpus in Penn Treebank[9].
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Figure 4: Each utterance summarization at 40% and 70%
summarization ratio.
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Figure 5: Article summarization at 30% and 70% summa-
rization ratio.

4.4. Evaluation results

Manual transcription (TRS) and automatic transcription
(REC) were both summarized. Table 1 shows examples of
automatic summarization and the corresponding target ex-
tracted from a manual summarization word network. Fig-
ure 4 shows summarization accuracies of utterance sum-
marization at 40% and 70% summarization ratio and Fig.
5 shows those of summarizing articles having multiple ut-
terances at 40% and 70% summarization ratio. In these
figures, I, L, C and T indicate that the word significance
score, the linguistic score, the confidence score and the word
concatenation score are used, respectively.

In the summarization of REC, conditions with and with-
out the word confidence score, (I L C T ) and (I L T ), were
compared. In summarization for both TRS and REC, con-
ditions with and without the word concatenation score,
(I L T , I L C T ) and (I L,I L C), were compared.

The summarization accuracies for manual summariza-
tion (SUB) is considered to be the upper limit of the auto-
matic summarization accuracy. To ensure that our method
is sound, we made randomly generated summarized sen-
tences (RDM) according to the summarization ratio and



Table 1: Examples of automatic summarization and the corresponding target extracted from a manual summarization word
network.

upper: a set of words extracted from the correct summarization network which is the most
similar to the automatic summarization, lower: automatic summarization of recognition result.

VICE PRESIDENT AL GORE SAYS THE GOVERNMENT HAS A PLAN TO AVOIDRecognition result
THE INEVITABLE PROSPECT OF INCREASED AIRPLANE CRASHES AND FATALITY IS
VICE PRESIDENT AL GORE SAYS THE GOVERNMENT HAS A PLAN TO AVOID

70% THE INCREASED AIRPLANE CRASHES
summarization VICE PRESIDENT AL GORE SAYS THE GOVERNMENT HAS A PLAN TO AVOID

<DEL> INCREASED AIRPLANE CRASHES
<INS> THE GOVERNMENT HAS A PLAN TO AVOID

40% THE INCREASED AIRPLANE CRASHES
summarization GORE THE GOVERNMENT HAS A PLAN TO AVOID

THE INCREASED AIRPLANE CRASHES
: recognition error, <INS>: insertion, <DEL>: deletion

Table 2: Number of recognition errors in summarized sen-
tences and number of sentences including recognition errors

each utterance multiple utterances
REC 180(45) 326(94)
ratio 40% 70% 40% 70%

I 42 (27) 111 (40) 99 (56) 199 (71)
I L 44 (28) 87 (37) 86 (53) 166 (69)

I L C 23 (15) 49 (22) 34 (28) 82 (47)
I L T 46 (27) 84 (37) 90 (56) 173 (69)

I L C T 22 (13) 51 (24) 25 (17) 80 (47)
RDM 82 (30) 87 (21) 89 (45) 169 (65)

():number of sentences including recognition errors

compared them with those obtained by our proposed method.
These results show that our proposed automatic speech

summarization technique is significantly more effective than
RDM. By using the word concatenation score (I L T , I L C T ),
meaning alteration is reduced compared with the case with-
out using it (I L, I L C). The result obtained when using
the word confidence score (I L C T ) compared with those
not using it (I L T ) shows that the summarization accu-
racy is improved by the confidence score. Table 2 shows
the number of word errors and number of sentences includ-
ing word errors in the automatic summarization.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Each utterance and a whole news article consisting of multi-
ple utterances of English broadcast news speech were sum-
marized by our automatic speech summarization method
based on the follwing scores: word significance score, lin-
guistic likelihood, word confidence measure and word con-
catenation probability. Experimental results show that our
proposed method can effectively extract relatively impor-
tant information and remove redundant and irrelevant in-
formation from English news speech as well as Japanese
one.

In contrast with the confidence score which has been
incorporated into the summarization score to exclude word
errors by a recognizer, the liguistic score is effective to re-
duce out-of-context word extraction both from recognition

errors and human disfluencies. In summarizing Japanese
news speech, the confidence measure could improve the
summarizing performance by excluding incontext word er-
rors. In the English case, the confidence measure can not
only exclude word errors but also help extracting clearly
pronouced important words. Consetuently the use of the
confidence measure yields a lager increace in the summa-
rization accuracy for English than Japanese.
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